Olivetti Underwood innovates:
Olivetti Underwood innovates: the world's first desk-top computer, $3200

This is the world premiere of the Programma 101, the computer that brings a new dimension to business. Now for less than one month's rental of a large computer, businessmen, scientists and technicians can own the Programma 101 outright. Not much bigger than a typewriter, it sits on your desk. Like the large computers, it thinks in milliseconds, makes logical decisions. You can program it to compute logarithms, even print out complex mortgage plans. Automatic printout provides a permanent record. Programs can be stored off the machine on magnetic cards, reentered in seconds. And Olivetti Underwood's program library offers virtually limitless applications. Ask us for a demonstration. Total price, $3200.
Olivetti Underwood innovates:
a compact electric typewriter that doesn't make mistakes when you do, Praxis 48.

A completely new mechanical principle makes the compact Praxis 48 letter perfect. Its unique "character sensor" feature prevents the 4 errors of typing: unsightly crowding, blurring, flying caps and improper spacing. The Praxis is neat, handsome. No less important, it costs little more than most manual typewriters. $295.

Olivetti Underwood innovates:
the calculator
that takes all the shortcuts, Logos 27

With its three memories, the Logos 27 saves endless reentry and operator time. As does its % key for automatic calculating of discount, tax and net; decimal wheel for automatic cut-off and round-off; $^2$ key, combined with unlimited multiplication capacity, for raising to any power. Order now for spring delivery, plan to bring new speed to your calculations. $1100.